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Nowadays Diamond-like Carbon films have become one of the most frequently used

way to increase wear resistance and, at the same time, decrease the friction

coefficient of a very large variety of components, not only in the Automotive industry

and for Racing competitions but also in other fields of the industrial manufacturing,

ranging from the mould engineering to several machining applications. The high

surface hardness of this amorphous film together with the very low deposition

temperatures are some of the key factors of the large success of this kind of coating.

These are the basis that have driven Lafer SpA (Italy) to develop its own structure of

DLC coating by investigating the effects of process parameters on mechanical

properties of the film, namely: hardness, elastic modulus and friction coefficient.

The study has been carried out varying the most important PECVD process

parameters: bias current, precursor flow, coil current and table rotation speed.

Coatings have been performed at Lafer’s plant using a standard production PECVD

unit and the physical characteristics of each film have been investigated through

different techniques, directly performed inside Lafer’s laboratory, on HSS coated

samples, providing absolute and comparative results.

The results have revealed that the most influent value consists in the bias current,

which variation induces a significant modification of the hardness and the elastic

indentation module of the amorphous layer, however maintaining similar adhesion

and friction coefficient values. The contribution of other process parameters in

modification of the mechanical properties of the coating can be considered negligible.

Nevertheless an accurate investigation of coating process shows that each parameter

is important for plasma behaviour and deposition rate. These parameters have to be

tuned to find the optimal combination for a specific table loading setup.
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